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Grow Faster  
with Sterling API 
Flexible APIs to Support 
Background and Identity Checks 
in Technology-led Organizations

API Technology for Robust,  
Scalable Solutions
Whether you are an organization within the sharing 
economy looking to onboard service providers as quickly 
and safely as possible or an employer with a proprietary  
HR platform, Sterling’s API can help to fulfill hiring demand 
with as little friction as possible while mitigating the risk 
of a bad hire. Our technology, coupled with decades of 
experience, helps us to empower all companies with global, 
scalable screening and identity solutions.

The Sterling API Difference

Fast, Flexible Integration
Our API enables you to quickly and easily 
integrate background checks into your application 
with RESTful APIs

Modern, Mobile Support 
The Sterling API provides modern, out-of-the-box 
mobile applications to support data collection and 
validation for candidates

Simple Management of Compliance Risk
Our deep domain expertise enables you to 
navigate global regulatory requirements

Robust Documentation 
With interactive documentation, select the code 
snippets and language of choice to easily set up, 
run, and test background checks

Develop in Less Time
The Sterling API is easy to integrate and 
provides out-of-the-box mobility solutions 
which means that implementation will not 
detract from the core development.

Create a Seamless Experience
Sterling supports a frictionless background 
screening process end-to-end, enabling 
maximum usability, and a seamless candidate 
as well as client experience.

Reduce Risk
Sterling is a leader in background screening 
and identity services, upholding a legacy 
of trust, and maintaining a track record of 
success. Our deep domain expertise enables 
you to uniquely navigate global regulatory 
requirements and helps you maintain safety 
in your community.

https://www.sterlingbackcheck.ca/services/sterling-api/
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ABOUT STERLING BACKCHECK
Sterling Backcheck – a leading provider of background and identity services in Canada – offers a foundation of trust and safety that spans 
across industries, professions, and borders. Our technology-powered services help organizations create great environments for their 
workers, partners, and customers. With office locations around the world, Sterling conducts more than 100 million searches annually. 
Sterling Backcheck is the Canadian division of the global Sterling family. Visit Sterling Backcheck online at sterlingbackcheck.ca.
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Enhancing the Candidate Experience
Sterling API provides pre-built mobile capabilities to support the collection of additional identifying 
information and authorizations for background and identity checks. Sterling API’s mobile application 
works out of the box and is designed to support a frictionless user experience.

How Sterling API Works
Our advanced technology ensures the Sterling API supports a background and 
identity screening process that is robust, yet as simple as possible for both the 
employer and the candidate. 

Supporting a Global Hiring Program
Whether you are an employer with a proprietary 
hiring platform that supports global recruitment, 
or a sharing economy business poised to scale 
across borders, Sterling’s API can support multiple 
languages to ensure a seamless user experience for 
candidates across the globe. 

Built with Developers in Mind
The magic can’t happen without developers. That’s 
why we have resources and support available to help 
developers, including the reviewing of API documents, 
setting up access, mapping fields and data collection, 
coding and testing, and of course launching. 
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